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2020 Reflections

Strong
Roots
At Grow Food Northampton, our roots run
deep and strong. With so many seeds, literal and
metaphorical, thoughtfully planted and tended to in the last ten years, we have developed
a root system that, as we celebrate our tenth
anniversary year, has produced an abundance
of nourishment – literal and metaphorical – for
our community. As seeds need soil, oxygen, water, and the right temperature to germinate and
produce roots, over the last ten years, Grow
Food Northampton has flourished in the soils
of Northampton, our board of directors has
served as the water to our seeds, and our staff as
the oxygen necessary to set roots, grow strong,
and blossom. The love, support, and participation of this beautiful community -- our volunteers, donors, the children we teach, community gardeners, Tuesday Market customers, local
farmers, and the people we meet through the
Community Food Distribution Project, have
provided the perfect temperature to nurture
our seeds from germination to growth.

FOUNDING DIRECTOR, LILLY LOMBARD

Because our roots run deep, we were able to
meet the challenges of 2020 by providing our
community with food, educational opportunities, land, and meaningful human connection:

tions to provide direct farm-to-customer
access to healthy farm products for community members of all income levels by
offering a SNAP match;

Our Community Food Distribution Project delivered over 100,000 pounds of fresh
produce from local farms to members of
our community experiencing food insecurity;

à Our Giving Garden served as not only a

à

à Our Community Farm provided land to

farmers and community gardeners to
grow food;
à Our Grow Food Kids program pivoted to

safe in-person gardening activities and to
cooking lessons in virtual classrooms;
à Our beloved Tuesday Market adapted to

restrictive Health Department regula2

living laboratory for regenerative farming
practices, but as a source of 8,900 pounds
of organic vegetables for community partners that make meals for people who need
them; and
à Our Farm to School program worked

hand in hand with the Northampton Public School system to provide locally-grown
produce for student meals, and internships for high schoolers working through
the pandemic to address climate change
and local food system improvements.
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In a year during which the national food system crumbled around us, the need for resilient
agriculture and a just local food system became
ever more clear. Industrial agribusiness, responsible for 24 percent of greenhouse gas emissions
and 70 percent of water extraction globally, has
never been sustainable. “Big ag” harms farmworkers and their families and is destroying the
very foundation upon which it is dependent -the precious farmland that we have left in this
country. With 75 percent of the farmland in
Massachusetts lost to development since
the 1940s, Grow Food Northampton’s Community Farm is particularly meaningful – a
place where farmers grow food and medicinal
herbs, members of our community grow their
own food, and children can touch, smell, learn
about, and work in the fertile soil. What is more,
as we plant and reap harvests on our farm using regenerative, non-chemical practices, we
maximize biosequestration, remediate climate
change, and build climate resilience.
2020 has been a year of deep reckoning as
this country has roiled with the living legacies
of colonialism, racism, and avarice. At Grow
Food Northampton, we know that this country’s entire food system functions on land
stolen from indigenous peoples and later,
from Black farmers. From the African people who were kidnapped and enslaved in the
17th and 18th centuries, to the Black men who

were subjected to convict leasing after the Civil
War, to migrant laborers from the Global South
over the last century, our agricultural and food
systems in North America have thrived only
through the exploitation of these human beings deemed ultimately dispensable. As we
launch our second decade of work, Grow Food
Northampton is committed to self-education,
reflection, and action around remediating the
ways in which agricultural and food systems
are inequitable and harmful to Black, indigenous, and other people of color (BIPOC). We
are committed to holding ourselves accountable for the ways in which we participate in this
harm, and to ending it.
3

We know well that the land that Grow Food
Northampton now stewards was brutally expropriated by white colonizers from the indigenous Nonotuck tribes that had farmed it
sustainably for millennia. It is only because of
a history of expulsion and genocide of the indigenous peoples of this region that Grow Food
Northampton has the privilege of stewarding
this land today. It is with deep respect for the
Nonotuck peoples that we care for this land;
we are currently exploring the ways in which
we can learn from them and share the land’s
resources and beauty with their ancestors who
still inhabit this area.
In 2021, Grow Food Northampton will be
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launching a strategic planning process using
a lens focused sharply on racial and economic justice. As the board and staff determine our
lodestars, we know that to truly transform our
local food system into an equitable, vibrant, just
and sustainable one, we need all of you in this,
together, with us. We welcome you: farmers,
participants in our programs, thought partners,
volunteers, gardeners, teachers, students, parents, families, and donors. We are only as strong
as the community that supports us. There are
many ways to be involved. Be in touch and help
us continue to deepen our roots to achieve a
just local food system.
Deeply yours,

Alisa, Executive Director
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Community
Farm
By Michael, Associate Director
The Community Farm is the backbone of
Grow Food Northampton, and where it all began. Thanks to a collaborative preservation effort of the Trust for Public Land (TPL) and the
City of Northampton, two farms previously
known as the Bean and Allard farms were restricted from development. In 2010, TPL purchased both farms, a total of 180 acres for $2.5
million, then sold 60 of these acres to the City
of Northampton to establish a recreational
complex and a river greenway. On the remaining 121 acres of land, the City and the Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources
purchased an Agricultural Preservation Restriction (APR) to ensure forever-protected farmland.
From enormous community organizing efforts, citizens of Northampton came together
to purchase this farmland and form what is
now the non-profit organization, Grow Food

Northampton (GFN). In only six months, GFN
raised over $670,000 to buy all 121 acres of land.
And on February 25th, 2011, GFN purchased
the APR farmland from TPL and the Northampton Community Farm was born.
As a community farm, we strive to meet
both the interests of the community and support the farmers and gardeners who grow on
the land. The Northampton Community Farm
has become a permanent asset to our community by:
à Protecting and enhancing our prime soils,
water, and food quality by employing sustainable, organic practices -- and building
climate resilience in the process;
à Improving the public health in our community by growing an abundant supply of
healthy food for local markets and donation;
à Providing small-scale farmers with access
to land by offering a flexible and innova5

CRIMSON & CLOVER FARM

tive approach to leases and infrastructure,
with a focus on economically and environmentally compatible and sustainable farm
operations;
à Leasing community garden plots to hundreds of residents including many subsidized plots to community members struggling with economic challenges;
à Offering agricultural learning opportunities at our Community Farm and Community Garden through workshops and educational programs for all ages; and
à Inviting public celebration, events, workshops, and strolls on our farmland.
The Community Farm is currently home to
four farm operations: Crimson & Clover Farm,
Song Sparrow Farm, Sawmill Herb Farm, and
Joe Czajkowski and Lakeside Organics. Together
with our farmers, we provide mutual support,
shared learning, and shared infrastructure. Our
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the Community Farm, we have taken seriously
our responsibility to remember and honor the
original stewards of this land. Before European
colonization and the genocide of indigenous
peoples throughout this area and all of North
America, this land was stewarded for thousands
of years by the Nonotuck people, specifically
SAWMILL HERB FARM
the Nipmuck tribe with some of their descendants still living in the area today. We also recognize the crucial role of land and
anchor tenant with a 99-year lease,
farming in mitigating the climate
Crimson and Clover, receives sup- Together with
port from us to offer subsidized our farmers, we crisis. With both of these realities
firmly in mind, we are making tanCSA shares to those with SNAP provide mutual
benefits in order to ensure that support, shared gible our commitment to equity
and environmental stewardship.
our neighbors with lower incomes learning,
Having just completed a 10-year
have access to fresh, healthy food and shared
Farm Plan to chart the course for
options throughout the growing infrastructure.
our second decade, we are openseason. We strive to address common challenges to land access and sustainable ing our farm to diverse and historically excludproduction in unique ways for each farmer op- ed farmers, improving the farm’s infrastructure
to achieve this same goal, and dedicating more
eration on the Community Farm.
The farm is also home to 300-plus commu- staff capacity to stewardship and climate mitinity gardeners and our Giving Garden pro- gation.
gram. The garden plots and Giving Garden on
the South Parcel have created opportunities
for Grow Food Northampton to intentionally
create a space that prioritizes regenerative agriculture. We have been able to use these spaces
to experiment with farming practices that give
back to the land and enhance climate resilience.
Over the ten years that we have stewarded

NATE FRIGARD
FARMER OF CRIMSON AND CLOVER

LAKESIDE ORGANICS
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SONG SPARROW FARM

“This land was perfect for me to start
leasing on for a number of reasons. It offered
established infrastructure that I could share
and wouldn’t have to buy or build myself,
a community of farmers and gardeners,
and leasing from an organization that is
dedicated to agriculture and food justice.
It’s been wonderful to be on this land. I
love having the farm in the midst of such a
vibrant community, running into people all
the time as I work. It’s been invaluable to
be field neighbors with Ellena and the Giving
Garden, as well as Susan from Sawmill Herb
Farm, and grow from our interactions as
farmers and friends. Leasing from Grow
Food Northampton has been less like dealing
with a landlord and more like a partnership.
I’m grateful to be here.”

SUSAN PINCUS
FARMER OF SAWMILL HERB FARM

Diego, Farmer of Song Sparrow Farm

JOE CZAJKOWSKI
FARMER OF LAKESIDE ORGANICS

DIEGO IRIZARRY-GEROULD
FARMER OF SONG SPARROW FARM
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Community
Garden
By Pat, Community Garden Manager

Since then, we have
grown immensely and
Planning of the Community Garden began are currently closing our
in 2011 with the design by the Regenerative eighth season at the comDesign Group in Greenfield, MA. The heart of munity garden. In this
the South Parcel of the Community Farm is unique season, we have a
the 7-acre Community Garden. The Garden lot to be grateful for. We
opened during the summer of 2012 to its first welcomed over 80 new gardeners this year and
group of “Pioneer Gardeners.” With support added 25 more plots to accommodate them,
from the City of Northampton, basic infrastruc- giving our neighbors an opportunity to grow an
ture was made possible such as water lines, a abundance of food and give back to the land.
tool shed, a composting outhouse, picnic ta- Many gardeners found the Community Garden
bles, and an edible hedgerow
to be a good respite from the
along Meadow Street. In 2014, We welcomed over
stresses of the year and a great
the originally named Florence 80 new gardeners
place to be socially distanced
Organic Community Garden, this year and added
while in community.
or FOG, was changed to more 25 more plots to
This year, the garden was
accurately identify the Garden accommodate them,
more important than ever for
as a program of Grow Food giving our neighbors an those whose income changed
Northampton -- the Grow opportunity to grow an or evaporated because of the
Food Northampton Commu- abundance of food and pandemic. The ability to grow
nity Garden.
give back to the land.
their own food was especially
8

important. And while many of the new gardeners had little or no experience growing food,
they received a lot of help from other gardeners. Carla Shafer offered many free plot consultations to help gardeners design and grow their
gardens. We were even able to offer two new
programs this year. Gardener Hollie Marron, an
occupational therapist, obtained a small grant
to support educational programming and
equipment for gardeners dealing with disabilities. GFN Board member (and Master Gardener) Donna Wiley also led a tour of our Pollinator Gardens, which are grown solely to support
and maintain our crucial pollinators.
The community we build in the garden is
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“I come to the
garden for peace,
and I find it.”
Community Gardener

strong and unique every year. With the obligation of community service hours from our
gardeners, we were able to sustain and bring
that same community spirit to our changing
programs. Many gardeners volunteered with
the Community Food Distribution Project, the
Tuesday Market, and the Giving Garden.
We continue to be grateful for the Informal

Garden Leaders who seamlessly continue their
care of communal spaces in the garden including the Medicine Garden, Edible Hedgerow, the
Gooseberries, and the Bramble Patch, as well as
our beloved composting outhouse. A new crew
formed this year -- Wonderful Weather Women
-- who founded an engaging way to keep gardeners informed of frost, lightning, heatwaves,
and rainfall.
As we welcome new gardeners, we have updated our language to reflect our deepening
understanding of our relationship to the land
and its history. Instead of talking about “ownership” we talk about “stewardship,” and invite
folks to reflect on care of the land by the Nipmuck people, from pre-colonial times. It is important to learn about the role this land played
in the abolition movement with the Northampton Association for Industry and Education, as
9

well as learning about the massive grassroots
effort that put this land in the stewardship of
GFN. This adds to our overall understanding
that the land, the soil, the critters, as well as the
people, form our garden community, and how
each plays a critical role in keeping it healthy
and welcoming.
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Tuesday
Market
By Niki, Tuesday Market Manager,
and Rowyn, Market Assistant
Tuesday Market was started by Ben James
and Oona Coy of Northampton in 2008 and became a program of Grow Food Northampton
in 2016. Voted Best Farmers Market in the Valley year after year, Tuesday Market is a beloved
space for purchasing local food and connecting with the community, and serves as a valued
space for farmers to sell their produce and farm
products. The market has always been committed to food access and has had incentives for
SNAP customers since its inception. GFN continued this with the SNAP Match Program -- a
$10 match of SNAP dollars each week, funded
by community business sponsorships.
This year brought many changes and distilled
the market down to its most basic function as
a place for people to access food -- fresh, beautiful food, directly from local farmers. We navigated strict new safety regulations to open the

to slowly alter the safety plan
market on May 12, 2020. Pan- Tuesday Market
as needed over the months,
demic-related changes en- provides a communityeventually making more
forced by the Northampton building experience
products available and welHealth Department included: and space. But this
coming live musicians.
a new market set-up, man- year in the pandemic,
An average of seven maragement of a 30-customer that meant providing
ket vendors accepted HIP
capacity, sanitizing, mask en- a safe place to shop for
(Healthy Incentives Program)
forcement, and physical dis- food, while also getting
each week providing custancing cues. Managing these some of that sense of
changes required the help of community connection. tomers with the benefit of
tremendous choice in their
an average of two volunteers
each market day to make them happen. Work- shopping experience. Our SNAP Match proing with the Health Department, we were able gram continued to be very popular, providing

10
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Tuesday Market is now a Northampton institution. We will continue to deepen our roots
and be part of the downtown Northampton
community and greater Valley agricultural
community. As some markets struggle, Tuesday
Market has thrived. We hope to leverage our
consistency and reputation to make positive
changes for greater equity and sustainability in
the future.
2020 Vendors
à Apex Farms of Shelburne Falls
à Bare Roots of Barre, VT
à Crabapple Farm of Chesterfield
60-plus families with ben- 60+ families each week
munity-building
experiefits, doubling their SNAP use the Tuesday Market
ence and space. But this
dollars, with the option of SNAP Match program. The
year in the pandemic, that
using their HIP benefit at program allows families to
meant providing a safe
market each week.
place to shop for food,
double their SNAP dollars
We were happy to wel- up to $10 each month.
while also getting some of
come a new vendor this
that sense of community
year, an immigrant worker-owned co-op, connection. Members of our community who
Riquezas Del Campo. They joined the mix of struggle economically rely on our consistent
a smaller than usual, but robust lineup of ven- support for SNAP customers. We educate new
dors. An average of 10 vendors attended the customers every week on how to make best use
market each week selling a huge variety of pro- of their benefit and because of this, our SNAP
duce, eggs, maple products, honey, flowers, customers grow each week. In the local agriculmeat, cheese, plants and popsicles.
tural scene, Tuesday Market is a sought-after
Typically, Tuesday Market provides a com- market for vendors.
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à Cricket Creek Farm of Williamstown
à Crooked Stick Pops of Easthampton
à Many Graces of Easthampton
à New England Wild Edibles LLC of Amherst
à Park Hill Orchard of Easthampton
à Pie in the Sky of Northampton
à Red Barn Honey of Northampton
à Red Fire Farm of Granby
à Riquezas Del Campo of Florence
à Sage Meadow Farm of Easthampton
à Sunrise Maple Farms of Colrain
à Wingate Farm of Hinsdale, NH
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Grow Food Kids, as we know it, officially
launched during the 2016/17 school year, with
generous funding from the state to pursue a
pilot education program focused on healthy
eating and local food in all of the elementary
classrooms of the Northampton Public Schools
(NPS).
Since then, the Grow Food Kids program
has evolved to offer experiential learning opportunities for all students in grades K-3 in
NPS and the first grade in Easthampton Public Schools, including one farm field trip in the

fall or the spring to Crimson and Classroom cooking
Garden allow students to learn
Clover farm, and/or Grow Food workshops reached about our local food system
Northampton’s Giving Garden, over 500 students
through firsthand experience.
and up to five classroom cook- this winter before
This spring, in light of the
ing workshops throughout the temporary school
ongoing pandemic, we have kept
winter months. Students aver- shutdown.
these goals in mind as we have
age four or more hands-on learnpivoted towards remote educaing opportunities per year. This past winter, we tion. During the growing season, staff members
reached over 500 students with our classroom led weekly virtual tours of the Giving Garden,
cooking workshops before school closed due educating viewers on the rich heritage of the
to the pandemic. Our cooking workshops land and cultivation of many plants on the
encourage adventurous eating, explore how farm and surrounding area. On our YouTube
vegetables grow, discuss the origins of dif- channel, we have continued to build a collecferent foods, and empower students to try tion of recipe videos that students and families
new things and prepare their own food. The alike can follow along with from home.
field trips to Crimson & Clover and the Giving
More recently, we have piloted remote cook12
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ing workshops for all of the 1st and 2nd grade
NPS classes accompanied by “take-home recipe
kits,” individually packaged for each of the 377
students. The kits contain all the ingredients,
materials, and instructions necessary to prepare a simple recipe from home, as our goal is
to offer all students equitable access to our culinary curriculum. We hosted three socially-distanced “Fall Fun Days.” Located at the Hampshire Heights community garden, the Florence
Heights community garden, and Meadowbrook

Since remote school in September, we created
take-home recipe kits in order to make the program
accessible for all, paired with virtual cooking classes,
which we’ve now brought to all of the NPS second
grade and third grade — reaching over 370 students!

Apartments, we provided crafts and gardening
activities for youth who
live in these neighborhoods. We hope to continue this effort in the spring, and bring some
of our hands-on programming that we typically
would offer on our farm field trips to smaller
gatherings at neighborhood garden sites.
Our primary focus over the winter
months will be on our remote cooking workshops and digital educational materials, and
13

planning on-farm socially distant programs for
the spring. We are evolving our programs to
support students, families, and teachers, even
in light of the pandemic, by providing spaces
for students to form enthusiastic connections
with each other, the place we live, and the food
we eat.
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Farm to
School
By Megan, Community Engagement
Coordinator, and Michael, Associate Director

and provided gardening opportunities for middle and high school
students. Central to all of these
projects has been a commitment
to equity, honoring and creating
space for diverse cultural heritage,
and lifting up student “choice and
voice.” We see this as a critical opportunity for us to empower youth
leaders in the field as we work to
create a just local food system.
Through our connection to the
Northampton Public Schools internship program, our involvement
in Northampton High School has
expanded rapidly. We have worked

The Farm to School program in Northampton was born out of our hopes to expand our
Grow Food Kids programming to reach middle and high schoolers, as well as bring more
community voices to our programming. A
committee of Northampton Public Schools
(NPS) teachers, students, and administrators,
along with various community members, were
brought together to lead the Farm to School
efforts in the schools. In our first year, we introduced more local fruits and vegetables to the
school lunch program through engagement
of students in the decision-making process Central to all of these projects has been a
about which products commitment to equity, honoring and creating
to include, worked with space for diverse cultural heritage, and lifting up
students towards the student “choice and voice.” We see this as a critical
implementation of dis- opportunity for us to empower youth leaders in the
trict-wide composting, field as we work to create a just local food system.
14

side-by-side with three interns who have
helped us create new opportunities for students and community members to engage with
local sustainable agriculture in and outside of
school. Projects have included the creation of
recipe videos, cafeteria taste-testing, developing farmer spotlights, research on sustainable
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FARM TO SCHOOL COMMITTEE MEETING

agriculture, and several We are constantly inspired
Looking ahead, we are
other innovative pursuits by students’ ability, with fire
excited to deepen our conrelated to the building of and creativity, to approach
nections with Northampa just local food system.
ton High School and JFK
challenges at both the local
As we have been com- and global levels. With their
Middle School by bringpelled to pivot program- energy, we are creating
ing cooking workshops
ming due to the pandem- approaches to sustainability, and food justice educaic, our approach for Farm climate resilience, and an
tion into the classrooms.
to School engagement equitable food system for all. Although uncertainty still
has shifted. Luckily, we
lies ahead, there is mohave been able to stay connected to our student mentum and excitement from students and
and parent audiences through our social media teachers about the possibilities of connecting
pages, @freshhampton. Grow Food Northamp- more students with local food and agriculture.
ton has also donated local produce to the NPS We are constantly inspired by students’ ability,
Food Services’ school lunch program, providing with fire and creativity, to approach challengat least two local fruit or vegetable options per es at both the local and global level. With their
week. With these fresh additions to school-pro- energy, we are creating approaches to sustainvided meals, we have been able to engage our ability, climate resilience, and an equitable food
community with local farms and new, exciting system for all. We are looking forward to what’s
recipes.
to come from the Farm to School program!
15

“I was an intern with Grow Food
Northampton in the winter and spring of
2020. I focused mainly on the Farm to School
program with the Northampton Public
Schools System and planning the Farm
to School summit event, which brought
together the Farm to School Committee,
interested students, and community
members. Although my time interning at
GFN was cut short due to transitions at
the beginning of the pandemic, I enjoyed
the time that I spent working with them.
The Farm to School program is a great
program that tries to get fresh, local food
into school lunches and breakfasts. As a
high school student myself at the time,
it was amazing to see that Grow Food
Northampton staff wanted to know what
students thought and what suggestions they
had. It made me feel great that I could help
with the process of taking what the students
suggested and turning it into reality. Overall,
I really enjoyed my internship with Grow
Food Northampton and I hope that their
programs and influence in the school system
continue to grow.’’
Zoe Bunk-Sizer, Farm to School Intern
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Giving
Garden

Focused on
Food Justice

multifaceted effort to become an outdoor
classroom for thousands of local youth, a living
By Ellena, Giving Garden Manager, laboratory for regenerative farming, and a comand Jules, Terracorps Member munity space. In 2019, the Giving Garden received its second Harvard Pilgrim Health Care
With the inception of the Grow Food grant with a focus on volunteerism, and its first
Northampton organic Community Garden in dedicated staff member to manage all compo2012, several gardeners grew extra produce in nents of the program year round.
their own plots for donation to local organiThe Giving Garden thrives on our close
zations helping to feed members of the com- collaborations with local partners: Manna
munity experiencing food insecurity. However, Community Kitchen, Easthampton Commuin 2015, the gardeners expanded these efforts nity Center (ECC), Star Light Center, and CSO
to create the Giving Garden on its own parcel Respite, all of which play vital roles in serving
of land adjacent to the Community Garden. community members experiencing food inseIn 2016, the Giving Garden received a gener- curity. This year, as everyone shifted to adapt
ous grant from Harvard Pilgrim
their programming during the
Health Care to further expand 8,900 pounds of
COVID-19 crisis, we worked to
programming and vegetable fresh produce grown support the increased needs.
production.
Manna Kitchen expanded to
and donated to
Over the last several years, Star Light Center,
offer meals seven days a week,
the Giving Garden has evolved Manna Community
and we supplied produce for
from a pure focus on cost-ef- Kitchen, CSO Respite, the head chef, Lee Anderson, to
ficient vegetable production and Easthampton
prepare delicious and creative
for food donation into a more Community Center.
meals day in and day out. With
16

the Giving Garden’s fresh organic produce,
Star Light cooked and delivered meals to their
members. Robin at ECC consistently praised
our top-quality vegetables as she coordinated the record-high numbers of clients visiting
the center. By the end of the 2020 season, we
had delivered 8,900 pounds of fresh, organic,
top-quality produce of 30 different crops, including fresh herbs, strawberries, and shiitake
mushrooms. Our produce was harvested and
delivered on the same day.
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This season, the limitations imposed by
COVID-19 compelled us all to get creative
about how to make connections with each
other. When the pandemic disrupted our daily
routines, the garden became a place of solace
for people who may have otherwise become
more isolated. We hosted vibrant volunteer
sessions three times a week in which gardeners
and community members could connect with
each other in a safe and welcoming atmosphere
while they planted, tended, weeded, and harvested produce.
Sadly, this year we were not able to host large
groups and field trips in the Giving Garden,
which meant that there were fewer volunteers
than in previous years; a total of 41 volunteers
contributed roughly 300 hours, as compared to
116 volunteers and over 500 hours last season.
Nonetheless, the volunteer spirit in the Giving
Garden was strong. One volunteer described a
session by saying: “It was a joy to harvest basil this morning surrounded by the energy of
all the other volunteers and the beauty of the
garden.” Four student interns from Mt. Holyoke
and Smith College also joined us this season.
They went above and beyond their volunteer
responsibilities and formed a close-knit Giving
Garden crew. We also continued our collaboration with Abundance Farm, that brought its
teen program “Shefa on the Road,” to the Giving Garden to help with projects.

This season, we tried out a new live weekly
video series in the garden to highlight our regenerative growing practices and feature crops
throughout the season. With our videos, we
reached our local community, as well as friends
and family spread all throughout the country.

YOUTUBE

2020 Giving Garden Donations
by Partner Destination

Check out our Giving
Garden live videos on
our Youtube Channel

For the second year in a row, Sawmill Herb
Farm grew all of the plant seedlings for the Giving Garden onsite at our community farm. We
continued to use compost, cover cropping, and
straw and leaf mulches to retain moisture, protect the farm from erosion, and build soil and
organic matter for years to come.

Produce Grown This Year
Basil
Beets
Bok Choi
Cabbage
Carrots
Chard
Cherry Tomatoes
Chives
Cilantro

Cucumbers
Delicata Squash
Dill
Eggplant
Garlic
Herbs
Kale
Lettuce
Mushrooms
17

CSO Respite
3.7%
Star Light Center
20%
Easthampton Community Center
37.4%
MANNA Community Kitchen
38.8%

Parsley
Pickling
Cucumbers
Potatoes
Radish
Scallions
Scapes
Spinach
Strawberry

Summer
Squash
Sweet
Potatoes
Thyme
Tomatoes
Tulsi
Zucchini
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Community Food
Distribution
Project
By Francie, Food Access Coordinator,
and Michael, Associate Director
The Community Food Distribution Project
(CFDP) was created in April 2020 when the
Northampton Survival Center had to close its
building because of COVID-19. Grow Food
Northampton, the Survival Center, and Community Action Pioneer Valley came together in
a matter of days to figure out a way to get food
safely to members of the Northampton community who are experiencing food insecurity.
Over the last eight months, the CFDP has delivered food weekly to a total of 15 different sites
throughout Northampton, both family and senior housing. That’s about 800 households and
approximately 1,900 individuals, including 50
percent of all residents at Northampton Housing Authority properties.
Grow Food Northampton’s role in pandemic

Focused on Food Justice

Over the last eight months,
the CFDP has delivered food
weekly to a total of 15 different
sites throughout Northampton,
both family and senior housing.
That’s about 800 households and
approximately 1,900 individuals,
including 50% of all residents at
Northampton Housing Authority
properties.
food delivery has been unique in that the CFDP,
besides providing delivery, has also used funding to purchase fresh, organic produce from
local farms to support them through these uncertain times. The produce is then distributed
to CFDP participants along with the Survival
Center’s pantry goods. In addition, the CFDP
purchases thousands of dollars worth of produce for two local restaurants for the preparation of meals that are distributed twice a week
to families, and provides fresh vegetables in the
Northampton Public Schools free meals pro19

gram.
These are the important facts, the information vital for funding purposes and grant
writing, and generally quantifying large scale
community impact. But the thing that makes
our work rewarding, and makes this program
more than just a delivery service, is being able
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to see and hear directly about the impact that
the CFDP has on peoples’ individual lives.
A few weeks ago, we got a phone call from a
participant who described how weekly delivery has allowed her to keep her anxiety about
COVID down, and also to reliably balance her
food budget, knowing that she has both pantry items and fresh produce coming each week.
The vegetables have encouraged her daughter
to cook, and she has been able to trade some of
her food with others, and also give some away.

“It is incredible how much fresh produce
is made available [through the CFDP]
and is particularly special to me and my
family. The thing about having enough
fresh, nutritious food is that I can allow
my children to explore with cooking, while
usually I can’t afford to do that. Usually,
I have to plan out our meals a month in
advance. The mental work that it takes to
plan and organize our meals so that we
don’t run out of food or healthy ingredients
takes up so much space. Having the
ingredients, and enough, is such a relief that
I can’t even put into words how helpful it is
for our family.”
CFDP Participant

This last bit she really emphasized as important,
because she said that being able to give something to others has felt really good—something
that often gets overlooked regarding those with
fewer means: the ability to not just survive, but
also to be generous, and to have something to
give as well.

The CFDP will continue to deliver food
through the winter and beyond -- to 14
sites throughout the city -- to ensure that
Northampton’s most vulnerable residents can
continue to be safe and nourished during a season when produce can be scarce and expensive.
Along with bad weather, quarantine, and lack
of transportation, it can be difficult or impossible for them to get what they need. One of
the most gratifying things about the CFDP is
that although it was conceived as an emergency program, it has fulfilled a need that existed
before and will extend beyond the pandemic.
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People who previously could not make it to
the Northampton Survival Center (NSC) due
to physical challenges or lack of transportation
are now getting what they need, and NSC has
plans, ultimately, to continue the delivery program beyond the pandemic, due to the partnership between our two organizations and the
success of the CFDP. When the pandemic and
post-pandemic recovery period end, the CFDP
will also end, but our community will be stronger for both the personal and organizational
connections forged during this crisis.
It is incredible the ways in which a true community-based project with over 200 volunteers,
including food recipients themselves, has continued with such spirit and strength. We have
rallied many partners who have worked with
us to distribute items such as books, bicycles,
and art supplies for children; PPE such as masks
and sanitizer; information about community
resources; and personal care products.

2020 Reflections

A more recent development from our strong
connections with residents and those who receive food deliveries has led us to create a participant advisory committee, who will help
shape the future of this project and of food
accessibility throughout Northampton. I hope
that others will be inspired by the CFDP to see
what can be accomplished through creativity,
cooperation, and relationship building, so that
when hard times inevitably hit, nobody is left
out in the cold.

Farms Supported:
à Apex Orchards of Shelburne Falls
à Astarte Farm of Hadley
à Crimson & Clover Farm of Florence
à Good Alchemy Agriculture of Northampton
à Hart Farm of Conway
à Joe Czajkowski & Lakeside Organics
à Flora Farm of Haydenville
à Kitchen Garden Farm of Sunderland
à Nourse Farms of Whately
à Red Fire Farm of Montague
à Red Barn Honey of Northampton
à Riquezas del Campo of Hatfield
à Riverland Farm of Sunderland
à Song Sparrow Farm of Florence
à Sunrise Farms of Colrain
à Tanstaafl Farm of Greenfield
à Warner Farm of Sunderland
à Wingate Farm of Hinsdale, NH
à Winter Moon Farm of Hadley
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Volunteers
2020
Abbie Steiner
Adrie Rose Lester
Aimee Francaes
AJ Nolan
Al Decker
Al Simon
Alex Wagner
Ali Usman
Alicia White
Alison Childs
Allie Lopez-Swetland
Amina Steinfels
Amy Levine
Amy Martyn
Amy Stamm
Andre Cardoso
Andrea Dustin
Angela Griefen
Anna Maria Piccininno
Anna Taylor
Anne LaFontaine
Annie Lasek
Ari Benjamin

Atsuko Takahashi
Bella Shaw
Ben Winter
Benjamin Moss-Horowitz
Bill Brown
Brennan Tierney
Brian Coutain
Brianna (Lertora) Castillo
Bridget Mulkerrins
Carol Hetrick
Carolyn Anderson
Casey Shaw-Merrigan
Cassandra LePouttre
Cate Dollard
Cate Shaw
Cathy McNally
Cathy Wanat
Chalais Carter
Clarissa Lyons
Dave Madeloni
David Junno
Deborah Keisch
Deena Sarvet

Diana Ortiz
Don Morgan
Donna Adams
Donna Wiley
Dylan Lask
Eli Bloch
Emma Thacker
Emmy Paris
Enette Claxton-Toliver
Erin Lucas
Eva Fierst
Fred Ranaudo
Gaby Immerman
Gale Gates
Gary Einsidler
George Kohout
Glenn Shalan
Greg White
Gus Levine
Gwen Kirkpatrick
Hank Tujague
Heather Brown
Heather Diaz
Heidi Haas
Helen Kahn
Ian Hill

It has been truly incredible how our community has
shown up for our programs in the midst of uncertain
and challenging times. Without our volunteers our
programs would not be possible - Thank you!

Continued...
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Volunteers
2020
Jack Sweeney-Taylor
Jake Liuzzo
James Stillwaggon
Janet Gula
Janet Varnon
Joanne Morgan
Jonathan Alvarez
Josefina Rodriguez
Julia Kahn
Julie Erickson
Karen Valencia
Karin McGowan
Kate Cardoso
Kate Carter
Kate Ginder
Kate Simmons

Kathryn Carpenter
Keli McLellan
Kelsey Breda
Kim Gladding
Kris Kozuch
Kristen Elde
Kristi Mientka
Lan Katz
Lani Nahele
Larry Rickles
Leah Esrick
Leah Gerlach
Leila Zainab
Libi Hart
Linda Butler
Linda Zeitler
Lindsay Slabich
Lindsey Perigo
Lisa Hall

Mary Parker
Mary Price
Meghan Steed
Melissa Redwin
Melissa Ward
Micah Rotich
Michael Quinlan
Michael Soref
Molly Hatch
Nancy Capron
Natalie Baker
Norice McGrath
Patrick Quinlan
Paul Devlin
Paul Dollard
Paula Sommers
Pauline Bassett
Penny Gill
Rafael Weidenfeld

Lisa Mislak
Liz Horn
Loran Diehl Saito
Loras Hunsen
Louisa Dice
Luke Browne
Lynn Marcus
Lynne Donaldson
Maddy Stern
Madge Evers
Maggie Sleeper
Margaret Carsley
Marisa Labozzetta
Mark Majeski
Marta Rudolph
Martin Wohl
Mary Cowhey
Mary Dalessandro
Mary Ellen Shewchuk
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Rob Kimmel
Robert Varnon
Rosalyn Lemmo
Ruth Banta
Ruthy Woodring
Sara Schiefflein
Sarah Flinker
Sarah Osgood
Sarah Rosenthal
Simon Mark
Sonya Rumpf
Sophie Hinkle
Sovina Mansfield
Stephanie Reitman
Stephanie Seldin
Stephen Taranto
Sue Crimmins
Susan Farrell
Tanya Tzovarras

Terese Hammerle
Terisa Turner
Terri Yu
Theo Dumothier
Theodore Eagle
Thomas Gregg
Tim Enman
Tom Sippel
Tracy Perkins
Tucker Quinlan
Vadim Tulchinsky
Vicki Van Zee
Warren Wilkinson
Wendy Messerli
Whitney Russell
Yamila Irizarry-Gerould
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Our Donors
2020
As of December 11th, 2020

* A special thank you goes to those who
donated to our pandemic response. You
helped us rapidly pivot our programs and
create the Community Food Distribution
Project to ensure our neighbors have
access to fresh, and nutritious food
throughout the pandemic.
Jennifer
Abbingsole*
Jordan Abbott*
Heather Abel and
Adam Zucker*
Garrett and Beth
Adams*
Brian Adams and
Morey Phippen*
Herb Agan
Shakira
Alvarez-Ferrer
and Timothy
Armstrong*
Kelly Anderson*
Jeff and Jean
Anliker
Carole AnzovinBrowne and
Rafael Anzovin*
Patricia Aslin
Andrea Ayvazian
and Michael Klare

Jess Bacal*
Kristen Bachler*
Andrew and
Robert Bacon*
Dorothy Baker*
Karen Baker
Chris Bakker
Sarah Bankert and
Chris Weeks*
Ruth Banta and
Ellen Cain*
Lynn and David
Barclay*
Lisa Baskin*
Mary Bates and
John Pucci*
Persaram Batra
and Alexis
Greenblatt Batra
Vicki BaumHommes and
Chuck Hommes*
Chris Bell*

Karen BellavanceGrace
Sally Bellerose and
Cynthia Suopis
D R Benedict
Audrey Bernstein*
Don Bianchi*
Candace Birk
Bob and Janet
Bissell*
Bruce and Rita
Bleiman*
Stephen and Kit
Sang Boos*
Carol Boyer*
Caryn Brause*
Jeanne Breen
Tammy Bringaze*
Kathie Brown,
Ryan CheeversBrown and

Eugene Lawrence
Luke Browne*
Richard
Brunswick and
Elena BetkeBrunswick*
Kamala Brush and
Lucy Baruch*
Elizabeth Bryant
Margaret BullittJonas and Robert
Jonas*
Valerie Bunnell
and Hal Marshall*
Megan
Burgielewicz*
Rebecca Busansky
and Jonah
Zuckerman*
Linda Butler*
Sarah
Buttenwieser and
Hosea Baskin*
Joanna and Gaea
Campe*
Susan Carbin
Ellen Carlino and
Kelly Bado*
Maureen Carney
Sarah Carr*
Margaret Carsley
and Bob Boulrice*
Donnabelle Casis
and Mathieu
Johnson
Shanna Caspi*
Charlotte
Causton*

Margaret Cerullo
Cindy ChandlerGuy and Steve
Guy*
Julia Chartier*
Julia Chevan and
Patricia Jung
Ferdene Chin-Yee
and Scott Reed
Peter and
Deborah
Christakos*
Margaret Christie
and Nicholas
Jones
David Chura
Carl Cignoni
Lisa Clauson
Mary Ann
Clawson
Helen Clement*
Wade Clement*
Emily Cohen*
Joseph and Cathy
Cohen
Perry Cohen*
Chia Collins and
Michael Cohen*
John and
Marianna
Connolly*
Elizabeth Conrad*
Raye Cooke*
Jessica Corwin*
Mary Cowhey
and William
Blatner*
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Oona Coy and
Ben James*
Sarah Creighton
and Phil
Lawrence*
Sue Crimmins and
Louise Hurwitz*
Cheri Cross and
Debin Bruce*
Penelope
Cuninggim
Colleen Currie
Lynn Curry*
Mary Curtin*
Carolyn Cushing
Carrie Cuthbert
and Scott
Laidlaw*
Anira DahlstromHakki
John Daniel
Scott and Joanie
Daniels*
Andrea Darby
Lindsay Davison*
Julie Day*
Christine
DeChristopher*
Florence and
Peter DeRose
Stephanie
DeVaan
Sheila Delson and
Beth Caurant*
Kathryn Derose*
Mary Anne
Diamond*

Katie Doe*
Christopher Dole
Cindy Drake
Mara DropkinFrank*
Lois Dubin and
Ben Braude*
Stacy Duggan*
Michael
Dunkerley and
Noel Raley*
Bill Dwight and
Lida Lewis
Margery Elsberg
Richard M. Evans
Elizabeth Ever*
Mac Everett
Eliot Levine and
Madge Evers
Barry Feingold
and Marci Yoss*
Nancy Felton*
Stephen Ferguson
Janet Fine
Anne Fine and
Jon Liebman
Laura Fisher and
Jeff Wilga
Maureen
Flannery*
Jane Fleishman
and Joan
Tabachnick
Mary Fleming and
Lore Detenber
Patricia Forman
Megan Formato
Karen Foster*
Andrea Fox
Aimee Francaes*
Adele Franks and

Steve Jones*
Marta Friedman
Abigail Friel*
Aprile Gallant*
Hillary Gardner
Gail and John
Gaustad*
Maura Geary
David Gengler
Naomi Gerstel
and Robert
Zussman*
Elizabeth Gillespie
and Carla Cooke
Kim Hicks and Jim
Gipe*
Abraham
Gladstone
Kathleen Gleason
Harold Goldberg
Barbara Goldin
Jette and Michael
Goldman*
Nancy and Bruce
Goldstein*
Sharon Goldstein*
Kathy Goos and
Barry Werth*
Sean Gordon*
Adrian Grace*
Linda Gray
Green Thumb for
Hire*
Rachel
Greenwood*
Patrick and
Justina Gregory
Angela and Ned
Griefen*
Janet and Nicolas
Gross*

Bob Gruber*
Hope Guardenier
and Bryce Fifield*
Deb Habib*
Frances Hack*
SuEllen Hamkins*
Tiama HamkinsIndik
Elizabeth
Hammond
Shane Hammond
Cathi Hanauer
and Daniel Jones*
Karen Hansmann
Rachel Harb*
Emily HardingMorick*
Donna Harlan*
Richard Hart
Christopher
Hartley
Connie Harvard
and James
McGuire*
Sarah Harvey*
Chuck
Hassebrook
Rebecca Hasselle
Amelie Hastie*
Patricia Healey
and Joseph
Twarog
Ben and Julie
Heckscher*
Brittany Helddon
Caroline
Hemenway*
Amanda and
Eliza HermanWilmerding*
Karen Hershman
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Our Donors 2020
Marjorie Hess and
Rudolph Talaber*
JoAnn and
Richard Hinckley
Daniel Hodge*
Larissa Holland*
Liz Horn*
Jack Hornor and
Ron Skinn*
Larry Hott and
Diane Garey
Carolyn Howe
Mary Ann and
Jody Hoyt*
Margaret
Humbert-Droz
Judith Hyde*
Richard Iacovelli
Gaby Immerman*
Minna
Immerman*
Diego IrizarryGerould*
Lauren Isherwood
Charles Jackson
and Susanne
Dunlap*
Karen Jacques
Andrea James*
Ellen Mosen
James*
Pat James and
Karin McGowan*
Katherine
Jamieson*
Chris Jerome*
John Joelson and
Joanne Levin*
Jeffrey Jones and
Melissa Tardiff*
Ricki Ellen
Kantrowitz
Izzy Kapitulik
Jennifer Kates

Sally Keehn*
Mary Ann Kelly
and Dennis
Bidwell*
Thomas Kelly*
Elizabeth Kemp*
Amy Kemper
Emily Keram
Diala Khasawnih
Beth Kilduff
Julianne Kinsman*
Andrew Klein
Gary Klein
Randi Klein*
Mary Klippel*
Deborah Koch
and Charlie
Dydek*
Carolyn Kohn
George Kohout
and Debra
Orgera*
Linda and Silas
Kopf*
Missy Kubik*
MaryAnne
Kuroczko*
Anne Kusiak
Anne and Bob
LaFontaine*
Jennifer Ladd
Mr. Gordon Lafer
Kevin and Sallie
Deans Lake*
Hollace
Lankowski*
Prakash Laufer
Andrew Lawlor
Kathy LeMay
Kamala Lee*
Roberta L.
Leibman*
Patrick Lemmon

Naomi Lesley*
Monica Jakuc
Leverett and
Robert Leverett*
Claudia Levin and
Daniel Gardner*
Jonathan Levin
Jason Levitis
Dan Levy and
Jane Allen*
Donna Lilborn
and Mark
Brumberg*
Laura Litwiller
Anne Lombard*
Karen Lombard*
Laura Lombard
Lilly and John
Lombard*
Sally Loomis and
Paul Jahnige*
Deanne Loonin
James Lowenthal
and Mary Beth
Brooker*
Denis Luken
Clarissa Lyons*
Lee MacKinnon
and Bill Cutler*
Peggy MacLeod*
Rachel Maddow
and Susan
Mikula*
Elisa Mai and
Alexander
George*
Rachel Maiore
Hind Mari
Caitlin Marquis*
Kevin Matherson
Amy Martyn and
Amy Waldman
Linda Matson and
Bob Gould
Kathleen
McCartney and

William Hagen Jr.*
Cheryl McGuire*
Sarah McKusick*
Libby McLarty*
Kara McLaughlin*
Lauren Meade
Alessandra Mele
Melissa Redwin*
Ramona Melody
Josephine Merck
Mark Merrett*
Laura Miles*
Davina Miller*
Elizabeth Miller
Andrea Miller
Keller
Jennifer and Cary
Miller-Antill*
Mary Mitchell*
Nural
Mohammed
Gary Mongeon
Howard Moore*
Joanne Morgan*
Mary Morris
Kristina MoseLibon*
Miriam and Sid
Moss*
Richard and Janet
Moulding*
Sharon Moulton
Gwenevra Nabad
Rachael Naismith
Tristan Nathe
Felicia Nelson
Karyn Nelson and
Kirk Sanger
Valerie Nelson
Taylor
Dorothy Nemetz
and John Todd*
Ellen and Barry
Nigrosh*

Christine Nolan*
Joan O’Brien*
Justin O’Connor
Jessica O’Neill*
John O’Reilly*
Erin O’Rourke
Joy Ohm*
Julie Orsinger
Purrington*
Martha and Lou
Pacilio
Anna Paganelli
Priscilla Page*
Megan Paik
Elizabeth Palucci
Christopher
Panzica*
Karan Parkin*
Katherine and
Deborah PastichKlemer
Laura Paul*
Beth Pellettieri
and Sam Hudzik*
Tracy Perkins and
Roger Berman
Theresa Perrone
Lou Peugh and Ed
Olmstead
Daniel Pikett
Susan Pincus*
Laura Pravitz*
Tom Prinster and
Joyce Anderson*
Emily Pritchard*
Linda Putnam
Amanda Quinby
Michael Quinlan
Emily Quintana
Josee
Radzikowski*
Judee Rainville
and Chris Milne
Julia Read*
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Andrea Reber and
Maggie BittelDaggett*
Paul Redstone*
Lola Reid*
Tucker and Lin
Respess*
Greg Richane*
Diana Riddle
Dody Riggs*
Julia Riseman and
Nick Horton
Eleanor Roberts
Wakako and
Thomas Rohlich*
Helen Roman*
David Rondina
Hedwig and Peter
Rose
Jason and
Rebecca RoseLangston*
Jeff Rosen and
Pam Torre
Johanna Rosen*
Karen
Rosenbaum*
Grace Rountree*
Marta Rudolph*
Elizabeth Rumelt*
Alexandra Russell
Joel Russell*
Lindsay
Sabadosa*
Cindy and Bob
Samson*
Megan Saraceno
and Jake Liuzzo*
Lydia Sarro
and Joseph
Bartolomeo*
Barry and Deena
Sarvet
Deborah Schifter*
Sigrid Schmalzer
Sophie

Schouboe*
Linda Schwartz
Pamela Schwartz
and Joel Feldman
Rachel Scott*
Vivian Seidner
Dara Shackelford*
Glenn Shalan
Ed and Ann
Shanahan
Cynthia Sharon
Tanya Sharon
Nancy and Bill
Sharp*
Carol Shaw
Alice and David
Shearer
Cecilia Shiner*
Robin Silva*
Joe Silverman and
Karen Beyel*
Nili Simhai and
Yosh Schulman*
Luiz Simmons
Rachel Simmons*
Luiz Simmons
Maggie Sleeper
Catherine Smith
Jennifer Smith*
Cara Soifer*
Barbara Southard
Susan Spencer*
Robert and Lee
Sproull*
Amy Stamm and
Alisa Klein*
Donna B. Stamm*
Patricia Stamm*
Sarah Stamm
William Stamm
Leah Stanton*
Mary Stanton*
Wendy and
Freeman Stein*

Heidi Stevens
Nicole Stevens*
Rachel and Peter
Stevens
Robert Stinson
Susan Stinson
Alice and Richard
Szlosek*
Stephen Taranto*
Amy Tardiff*
Claude Tardiff*
Jonathan TellerElsberg
Anna Terwiel*
Shalini, Milne
The Mindfulness
Connection
Elizabeth Thulin*
Lisa Thwing
Mara Toone
Steve Pfarrer and
Joyce Tousey*
John Townsend*
Hang Tran*
Christina Trevino
Linda Tropp
Linda Tumbarello
and Ron Freshley
Laurel Turk*
Page Ulrey
Chris Ulrich
Dori Urch*
Marion Van
Arsdell*
Vicki Vanzee*
Robert and Janet
Varnon*
Theresa Vecchio
David and Paula
Veleta*
Fran Volkmann
and Joan
Cenedella*
Ruth VanGoeler*

Susan and Paul
Voss
Aaron Walker*
Henrietta
Wallace*
Katharine
Walmsley*
Frazer Ward*
Frazer Ward and
Alexandra Keller
Aaron
Warshawsky*
Eve Weinbaum
Ben Weiss and
Wendy Soref*
Tom and Anne
Weisse
Greg White and
Tricia Reidy
Linda White
Sara White*
Kathy Whynott*
David and Pamela
Wicinas
Michele and Dave
Wick*
Elsa Wiehe
Joan Wiener and
Stan Schapiro*
Kathleen Wight
Donna Wiley*
Mo and Cher
Willems
Tom Willits*
Seth Wilpan
Robin Wilson
Marianne Winters
Judi Wisch*
Mary Witt*
Chris Wiltsee
Elizabeth Witte*
Joan Wofford
Carina Wohl and
Mark Arsenault*
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Our Donors
2020
Businesses

Martin Wohl and Marisa Labozzetta*
Emily Wojcik*
Alexis Wolin
Ruthy Woodring*
Emilie Woodward
Cate Woolner*
Jonathan Wynn and Robyn Goodmark*
Elizabeth Young*
Adam Zucker*
Sophia Zucker and Laura Hilberg*
Jill and Peter de Villiers*

Indigo Coffee Roasters
Johnny’s Seeds
Law Office Computing
Lost Forest Publishing*
Seth Gregory Design
Smithland Supply
Social Justice Mediation Institute

ADB Properties*
Bear Path Compost
Berkshore Seafood*
Big Y
Fink and Perras Insurance
Florence Bank*
Florence Pie Bar

Foundations
Bunny Rattner Foundation

Government Grants
City of Northampton Whiting Street Fund
MA Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education
United States Department of Agriculture
City of Northampton CARES Act Funding
Massachusetts Department of Agriculture

Thick Glasses Music
Tom Knight Productions*
Valley Home Improvement
Whalen Insurance*
Wohl Family Dentistry

Health New England*

Cooley Dickinson
Hospital

Markham-Nathan Fund
for Social Justice*

Community Foundation of
Western Massachusetts*

Massachusetts Bankers
Association Charitable
Foundation Inc.

Lydia B. Stokes
Foundation

Northampton
Education Foundation

Local Roots Care*

United Way of
Hampshire County*

Harvard Pilgrim Health
Care Foundation
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Our Staff

Francie Lin,
Food Access
Coordinator

Michael
Skillicorn,
Associate
Director

Andrea Dustin,
Community Food
Distribution Project
Assistant

Pat James,
Community
Garden
Manager

Melissa Ward,
2019-2020
TerraCorps
Youth Education
Coordinator

Niki Lankowski,
Communications
and Tuesday
Market Manager

Jules White (L),
2020-2021 TerraCorps
Community Engagement
and Youth Education
Coordinator and Rowyn
Davis (R), Tuesday Market
Assistant

Megan Saraceno (L),
Community Engagement
Coordinator and Admin
Manager; and Alisa Klein (R),
Executive Director

Ellena Baum,
Giving Garden and
Grow Food Kids Manager
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Our Board &
Interns

Gaby Immerman, Board
Member, and Smith
Botanical Garden
Interns
Aimee Francaes,
Board
Member

Caitlin
Marquis,
Board
Member

Jen
Smith,
Board
Member
Susan
Pincus,
Board Member

Cheri
Cross,
Board
Member

Hope
Guardenier,
Board
President
Donna
Wiley,
Board
Member
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Mckenzie
Swart (L),
Carina von
Huene (C), and
Audrey Shuart (R),
2020 Giving Garden Interns
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Thank you
for helping
us grow!

221 Pine St., Suite 349
Florence, MA 01062
growfoodnorthampton.org

